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Abstract：To deal with the nonlinear multi-variable and multiple control objective characteristic of power plant，the power 

plant mulfiagent control system (PPMACS)is designed．In the PPMACS，thc feeclforward control agents(FFCAs)make decisiom 

using the neuro-fuzzy systems and the feedback control agents(FBCAs)n~ake decisions using the genetic algonthrn-based 

systems．The optimal task decomposition agents(OTDAs)optinMly decompose the task of the PPMACS through an optimization 

agent and a decomposition agent．The coordinator agent(COA)coordinates the agents m the PPMACS according to different 

operating conditions．Simulation results demonstrate that the PPMACS implement the multiobjective operation and wide range load 

t~cking．Neural netwroks， zzy togic and genetic algonthm are effective too ls for the agents ofthe PPMACS m mahng decisions． 
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摘要：针对火电厂非线性、多变量和多控制目标的特点，设计了一个火电厂多代理控制系统(PPMACS)．在 PP— 

MACS中，前馈控制代理(FF0 )采用神经模糊系统进行决策，反馈控制代理(FBCAs)采用基于遗传算法的模糊系 

统进行决策．优化任务分解代理(OTDAs)通过一个优化代理和一个分解代理来进行多目标优化分解 PPMACS的任 

务．协调代理根据运行条件协调 PPMACS的各个代理．仿真结果显示了火电厂多代理控制系统能够实现火电单元 

机组的多目标运行和大范围负荷跟踪．神经网络、模糊逻辑和遗传算法是 PPMACS中的智能代理进行决策的有效 

工具 ． 

关键词：决策；反馈控制；前馈控制；模糊逻辑；遗传算法；多代理控制系统；神经网络 

The design of power plant control system is a challenge 

because it involves designing a real-time controller for 

nonlinear multi-variable system 、Ⅳith multiple control 

objectives．Conventional PID control and optimal control 
yield acceptable system performances that are optimal at 

only a certain operating point．The robust control performs 
well over a wide range ofoperation but requires frequency 

response information to designl ．Adaptive control iI1卜 

proves the reliability an d availability of power plant because 

the operating conditions of the system are tracked and the 

controller parameters are up&ted accordinglyL ．However， 

the robust control and adaptive control that are based on 

the linearized model of the nonlinear plant will not achieve 

a desired system performance once the system departs from 

the nominal operating region．Due to the complexity of 

nonlinear dynamic characteristics．it is diflicult to build an 

accurate mathematical model ofthe power plant．Therefore， 

the intelligent control based on input／output information of 

the system is acceptable to the power plant control 

system[3， ． 
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W ith the increasing demand in power in the present-day 

society， the power system is becoming a comp licated， 

enla d，decentralized and open system．Th e operation of 

power plant must meet not o4 the technical require- 
ments，but also the environmental，political and economical 

requirements．Th e mininlunl prototype of the Intelligent 

coordinated control system (ICCS-MP)is presented to 

develop a large-scale intelligent control system for power 

plant in the form of a multiagent system (MAS) 引．The 

ICCS-MP implements a two-level hierarchical intelligent 

hybrid multiagent coordinated control system for a fossil 

fuel power plant．Th e ICCS-MP provided the means to 

consistently achieve multiobjective optimal control actions 
and versatility to operate in changing environm ents charac— 

terized by multiple objectives． 
A methodology for MAS design  was form ulated by 

merging concepts from the fields of software engineering， 

control engineering，and concepts from intelligent systems 

theory and intelligent machines in l 6 J．Th e resultant 

control system structure，seen as an open organization of 

intelligent agents，constitutes a general fr~Tlework for the 
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development of large-scale intelligent control system ． A 

great deal of research can be done based on such flame— 

work．A developing multiagent control system is presented 

in this paper． 

2 Power plant multiagent control system 

Multiagent systems are the systems  in which several intel- 

figent agents cooperate、̂，ith each other and coordinate their 

knowledge and activities，and reason about the processes of 

coordination to accompfish a common goa1． 

The power plant multiagent control system (PPMACS) 

consists of fossil-fuel power unit agent(FFPUA)，feedfor- 

ward control agents (FFCAs)，feedback control agents 

(FBCAs)，optimal task decomposition agents(OTDAs) 

and coordinator agent(COA)．Given the information they 

have an d their perceptual and effectual capability，intelligent 

agents in the PPMACS pursue their g0alS and execute their 

tasks flexibly and rationally in a variety of environments． 

The FFCAs make decisions using the neuro-fuzzy systems  

and the FBCAs make decisions using the genetic algorithm- 

based systems ． Th e OTDAs decompose the task 

ofthe PPMACS by multiobjective optimization． The 
coordinator agent coordinates the agents in the PPM ACS 

accordmg to different operating conditions ． 

The goal ofthe fossil-fuel power unit agent(FFPUA)is 

to generate electric power．Th e FFPUA makes decisions 

based on the dymmics of the fossil-fuel power unit 

(FFPU)．The essential dynamics of the FFPU have been 

remarkably captured for a 160-MW oil-fired drum-type 

boiler-turbine generator unit in a thjrd order multi—input- 

multi-output(MIMO)nonlinear model for overall wide- 

range simulations ． Th e inputs are the positions of the 

valve actuators that control the i／lass flow rates of fuel 

( 1)，steam to the turbine( 2)and feedwater to the 

drum(u3)．Th e three outputs are the electrical power(E 

in MW)，dram steam pressure(P in kg／cm2)and drum 

water level deviation( in m)．The state variables are 

the electric power， drum steam  pressure and the fluid 

(steam-water)densiW(IDf)．Th e state equations are 

dP
= 0．9M1～0．0081 M2P 一0．15M3， (1) 

=
((0．73 0．16)P9

一 E)／IO， (2) 

dp， 
—  

t i

= (141 3一(1．1 M2—0．19)P)／85． (3) 

Th e drum water level output is calculated using the fol- 

lowing equations ： 

q =(0．85l／-2—0．14)P+45．59u1—2．51u3—2．09， 

(4) 

d =(1／p，一0．0015)／(1／(0．8P一25．6)一0．0015)， 

(5) 
= 50(0．13p，+60a +0．11q 一65．5)， (6) 

where s is the steam  quality，an d qe is the evaporation rate 

(keVs)．Positions of the valve actuators are considered to 

be in[0，1]，and their rates of change (pu／s) 
to 

一 0．07≤ du1／dt≤ 0．007， 

一 2≤ du2／dt≤ 0．02， 

一 0．05≤ du3／dt≤ 0．05． 

are limited 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

3 Feedforward／feedback control agents 

Th e goal of the feedforward control agents(FFCAs)is 

to facilitate a、Ⅳide—range set-point driven operation for the 

FFPUAs，and to provide oif-fine operator-requested system 

adaptability to achieve optimal operation．111e go al of the 

feedback control agents (FBC )is to provide corrective 

control actions along the commanded set-point trajectories 

to overcome the effect of disturban ces an d uncertainties in 

the whole operating wi ndow of the power unit． 

A)Feedforward control agents． 

Th e FFCAs include power feedforward control agent． 

pressure feedforward control agent and level feedforward 

control agent．AU FFCAs have a similar structure and work 

in a systematic and automa ted way．111e power．pressure 

an d level feedforward control agents perceive the operating 

condition to make a decision． 

Th e power plant operation can be divided into two 

modes：nonm l an d abnormal operation．Th e normal oper- 

ation includes continuous and sequence control operation． 

Th e sequence control operation involves shutting down an d 

setting up of the power plant．Under the continuous oper- 

ation，there are 4 cases considered in the power-pressure 

operating window of the unit：high-pressure limit( )， 

constant pressure (CP)，sliding pressure (SP)，and 

low-pressure limit(LP)． 

Under difierent operating conditions ．the FFCAs decide 

to use different feedforward control policy．111en the FF— 

CAs get the set-points EO，Pd，LO from the coordinator 

agent COA and provide the feedforward control sign~ for 

the fuel valve Ulff，steam  valve U2ff and feedwater valve U3ff 

tO the COA． he control policy ofthe FFC is based on 

the fuzzy logic wi th membership functions tuned by the 

neural network． 

Th e zzy systems considered in FFCAs are of the 

Takagi-Sugeno-Kang(TSK)type with the adaptive neu— 

ro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)[9j technique using 

steady-state input-output process data．W ith the ANFIS 

technique，the TSK lzzy system is represented as a 3-input 

1-output 5-layer feedforward neural network．Th e network 

has 3 distribution units in layer ，9 neurons in 1，27 

neurons in 2，L3，and 4，1 neuron in 5．Layer L0 is 

not considered as a neural processing layer．In gross terms， 

1 constitutes an input fuzzification stage， then each row 

across in L2，L3，and L4 evaluates a kr／owledge mle，and 

finally 5 computes the final output value．Neural units in 

L1 and L4 are adaptive；their parameters are learned during 

training．Neural units in L2，L3，and 5 are fixed；their 

parameters are not modified in the training．Each input sig- 
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nal spans its whole operating range with three overlapping 

tuzzy regloils．The comequent parameters of the neuro- 

tuzzy system are to be estimated using an LSE procedure 

and the changes to the membership function parameters are 

determined by the backpropagation training algorithm
．  

B)Feedback contro1 agents． 

Th e FBCAs include power feedback control agent
， 

pressure~edback control agent and level~edback control 

agent．Th e power，pressure and level~edback control 

agents also perceive the operating condition to make a 

decision． 

Under different operating conditions，the FBCAs decide 

to use different~edback control poficy
． Then the FBCAs 

perceive the error e between the set-points an d the behav- 

iors ofthe FFPU and the change in error e to make deci— 

sion and provide the~edback control signals for the fuel 

valve“lm，steam  valve／z2fl
j 
and feedwater valve tt3fb tO the 

COA．Th e control poficy of the FBCAs is based on the 

zzy logic whose membership functions are tuned by 

ge netic~tgo rithm ． 

Every feedback control agent has two inputs with scaling 

gain gl， g2 and one output with scaling n go．Th e 

normalized memb ership functions are shown in Fig
． 1． 

Z 

e(t) 

de(t)／d， 

Fig．1 M embership fimctions of the feedback control agents 

Th e scaling gains go，gl an d g2 are tuned by genetic 

alg0rid1n1_l0I．Firstly，the scaling ns are e眦oded to山e 

chromosome represented by decimal-strings
． W ithin the 

bounds ofthe decision variables go，gl and g2，the initial 

population consisting of 20 chromosomes is created 

randomly．Th e fitness values of strings can be evaluated 

using the following equation： 

F=I I e(t)I dt． (10) 

Normalized geometric ranking selection is used． It 

assigns the probability Pi based on the rank of the i-th indi— 

vidua1．Hybrid crossover⋯ is used for the crossover ofthe 

individuals representing steady_state control signals．Hybrid 

crossover increases the solution space of the offsprings． 

Uniform mutation is used for the real—valued representation 

mutation operation． 

The optimal task decomposition agents (OTDAs) 

decompose the task of PPMACS through an optimization 

agent an d a decomposition agent
． Th e goal of the 

opnnnzatlon agent is to find the opumal steadv_state contro1 

signals within their feasibiliW regions．As a result，the 
optimal steady．state contro1 sign als will be sent from the 

optimization agent to the decomposition agent
．
Th e 

decomposition agent aims to decomp ose the main task E
uld 

into three sub-tasks Eo，Pa and Lo according to the message 

receiving from the optimization agent
．  

A)Decision-making of OTDAs． 

Central to the decision-making of the optimization agent 

is the solution of a multiobjective optimi~tion problem 

formulated based on genetic algorithm (GA)．Since GA 
works wi th many points in the search space simultaneously， 

it provides a rapid converge nce to sub-optimal solutions
． 

GA is especially suitable for multiobjective optimization． 
The decision-making ofthe decomposition agent is sinwly 

calculating the optimal set-points based on the knowledge of 

the steady．state power unit mode1．Th e steadv_state mode1 

is obtained by setting the derivatives of the dynamic state 

equations ofthe fossil fuel power unit(FFPU)to zero 

Once the optimal steadV_state contro1 signals “ are 

found by the optimization agent，they are used to calculate 

the optimal set-points through the steadlv_state mode1 

obtained from the dynamic state equations (1)～(3)．111e 
results of the decision-making of the decomposition agent 

；tie set-points given by 

Ea= (。．9“ 一。．15“ )，(11) 

， (12) 

Lo=0． (13) 

B)Operation ofOTDAs． 
Intelligent agents continuously operate in an iterative 

perceive-reason-act(PR_A)cycle[ ．The OTDAS De卜 

ceive wi thin the ICCS--M P environment and perceive the 

mode1 of FFpU as their intemal knowledge．reason based 

on their knowledge an d act in the environm ent
． Th e 

reasoning process of the OTDAS is known  as solving a 

multiobjective optimization problem defined as follows： 

min。，(“) 

subject to“ ∈ (E ld)，i=1，2，3， (14) 

where J(“) = [-，(“)l，-，(“)2，⋯，-，(“) ]T is a 

k—dimensional vector ofobjective fimctions，and“=l“1， 

／t2，／t3 J is the three-dimensional vector of contro1 sign,s， 

whose optimal values are to be determined． is the 

feasibiliW regions of control sign,s．E ld is the unit 

1oad-demand or desired power generation in M W ． 

W ith the aim of implementing all operating policy to 

attain miDirrlD1Tl load—tracking error and improved heat 
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rate，the following objective functions cad be considered 

Jl(u)=I E l i—E。 I， (15) 

．，2(u)= “l， (16) 

J3(u)=一“2， (17) 

．，4(u)：一u1， (18) 

where Ess is the corresponding steady-state power 

generation as provided by the static mode1． 

Three cases are considered in the operation of OTDAS． 

First，the load-tracking error Jl(u)is considered in the 

one objective case，which should always be included in 
other cases ．Second，in addition to the load tracking error， 

the fuel usage J2(u)is added in the two objective cases． 

Finally，the throttling losses in the steam value J3(u)and 

in the feedwater value J4(u) are added in the four 

objective case． 

In the first case，J1(u)is nfininuzed with a relative 

preference value l= 1 for top priority．The second case 

also minimizes J2(u)with preference valueP2=0．5．The 

thjrd case minimizes J3(u)and J4(“)with preference 

values P3=1 and =0，respectively． 

We use genetic algorithm to resolve such multiobjective 
optimization problem ．Perceiving the steady-state model of 

the FFPU ． the optimization agent of OTDAS can obtain 

the information of the upper and lower limits of the feasi— 

bility regions along the whole unit load operating range． 

Consequendy， the optimization agent reasons and acts in 

GA to achieve the multiobjective optimization． 

The goal of the coordinator agent is to coordinate the 

agents in the PPMACS according to different operating 

conditiom ． 

A)Decision-making of COA． 

The coordinator agent COA is a_rl important agent in the 

PPM CS．It perceives the environment of the PPM CS 

to make system level decision．It gets difierent information 

from every agent in the PpM CS and even from the 

operator． It an alyzes and decides what kind of message 

should be sent to which agent． 

Firsdv。the COA checks the unit load demand and the 

operation command from the operator． Then the COA 

checks the state ofthe PPM CS according to the oncDut of 

the FFPUA ．If the unit 1oad demand changes large and 

rapidly． the CoA will decide to ask the OTDAs to 

generate opfmal set-points and asks the FFCAs to generate 

feedforward contro1 signals．At the same time．if the error 

between the set-poinB and the oncDut of the FFPUA is 

found to be a big one，the COA will ask the FE；CAs to 

eliminate it as soon as possible．0therwise。if the unit load 

demand does not change，the COA will decide not to ask 

the oTDAs and the FFC to act． 

Th e COA harmonizes the slow response of the boiler 

and the fast response of the turbine throu the OTDAs， 

FFCAs and the FBCAs．In the OTDAs， the set-points 

Ed，Pdand Ldare obtained from the load demand Euld．In 

the FFCAs，the power feedforward control agent generates 

the feedforward control signals for the fuel value Ulff from 

the set-points Ed，Pd an d Ld．In the FBCAs，the power 

feedback control agent generates the~edback control sign als 

for the fuel value Ultb from the power set-point Ed and the 

measured generated power．The／tiff an d the ultb are added 

to the power control sign al U1．In the FFCAs，the pressure 

feedforward control agent generates the feedforward control 

sign als for the throttle value U2fffrom the set-points Ed，Pa 

and L(I．In the FBCAs，the pressure~edback control agent 

generates the~edback control sign~ for the throttle value 

u2f1)from the pressure set-point P(1 an d the measured 

throttle steam  pressure．Th e U2ff and the U2fl】are added to 

the pressure control sign al u2．In fact，the above control 

scheme is a kind of boiler followi ng coordinated contro1．It 

allows the generation of the necessary power to satisfy the 

load demand， and simultaneously maintain the balance 

am ong the transformation process wi thin the FFPUA ． 

B)Communication between agents． 

Every agent is an intelligent and flexible entity with 

goalS，actions，and domain knowledge．Th ey coUaborate 

each other through communicatiori to achieve a global goal 

that is beyond the ability of each individual agent． 

In the PPMACS，one agent gets the useful information 

from other agents in order to make effective decision and 

provides the required information for other agents through 

message passing．Th e communication betw een agents in the 

PPMACS is flexible． It can be all inquiring-answering 

communication or a sending-responding communication． 

Th e communication betw een the agents in the PPMACS is 

shown in Fig．2． 

As shown  in Fig．2．the COA communicates 、Ⅳith every 

agent by passing messages． There are tw o kinds of 

messages：data and text in the PPMACS． For the text 

message．the COA sends “mn’’or“stop’’command to the 

OTDAs ，FBCAs  an d FFCAs ，an d they in rum reply“yes’’ 

or“no” to the COA
． As  for the data message． the 

OTDAs send the set-points Ed，Pd，La to the COA，the 

FBCAs send the feedback control signals Ultb，U2tb，U3tb tO 

the COA，the FFCAS send the feedforward control sign als 

Ulff，u2flb，U3ff tO the COA．Th e COA sends the control 

signal U1．u2．u3 to the FFPUA．Th e FFPUA will send 

output E，P，L to the COA when asked． 

Fig．2 Communication between agents of the PPMACS 
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The simulation of the power plant multiagent contro1 

system is implemented in SIM U_LIr、 K of MATALAB． 

A)Behavior of 0TD ． 

W e lisa the Normalized geometric selection whose 

parameter口 iS 0．08，the UniforlTl mutation and Hybrid 

crossover for the sim ulation ofthe optimization agent．The 

difierent behaviOrS of the optimization agent for the three 

cases are obtained when the 1oad demand changes following 

a typical load cycle． 

Receiving the message from the optimi zation agent，the 

decomposition agent reasons and acts based on the 

knowledge of the steadv—state mode1 of the FFPU tO 

decompose the task of PPMACS． 

Fig．3 shows the power and pressure set-points behavior 

of the decomposition agent in the three cases． 

Th e feedwater 1eve1 set-point iS always zero．It should be 

noted that while the power set-point remains the saine in 

the three Cases，the pressure set-point changes as additional 

obiecfives are added．In other word．it iS possible tO follow 

the 1oad while operating at difierent pressure in order to 

satis additional requirements such as reducing the fuel 

usage and extending the life cycle of control valves． 

≥ 
羔 
、  

g 
? 
bD 

＼  

— —

l obj；一一一2 obj；一一3 obj 

F ．3 Se~pomt behaviors of the decomposition agent 

The multiobjective optimization problem is solved by 
genetic atgorid,~ ． Th e convergence of the best fimess 

function of generations in the GA operation process of 

OTDAS is shown in Fig．4．From this，GA is shown  tO be 

an effective tool for making an optimal decision for aI1 

B)System response 
W ith the set-points behavior from the OTDAs， 

behavior of the control signal demand in three Cases 

shown  in Fig．5 

：  

＼  

： 
△  

＼  

N  

： 

＼  

generation 

— —

l obj：一一一2 obj：⋯ 一3 obj 

Fig．4 Convergence of the fimess function 

— —

1 obj；一一一2 obj；⋯ 一3 obj 

Fig．5 Behavior of the control si demand 

It Can be observed that when additional objectives are 

added to the 1oad tracking error． the fue1 valve position 

decreases sli dv， but the steam valve position increases 

significantly．On the other hand，feedwater valve position 

remains the SalTle in all the cases． 

Receiving the control sign~ demand in Fig．5， the 

behavior of the FFPL is shown  in Fig．6． 乃 e results 

the demonstrate that the tracking of the power and pressure is 

is satisfying 
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≥ 

＼  
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Fig．6． Behaviors of the FFPUA 

7 Conclusion 

Every agent in the power plant multiagent control system 

PPMACS is an intelligent agent who is able to make 

decision according to the operating condition of the power 

plant．The feedforward control agents have the learning 

capabilities provided by ANFIS． Th e feedback control 

agents do not require a model of process an d its tuning 

procedure can be automated by genetic algorithm ．Th e two 

controller agents collaborate to attain wide-range operation 

ofthe FFPU ． Neural netw orks． fuzzy logic and genetic 

algorithm are effective tools for the agents in makihg 

decisions． 

Th e PPM ACS is an open an d flexible multiagent control 

system． Th e coordinator agent coordinates the agents to 

nlake the system work efl~ciendy and optimally．Th e agents 

get the information through communication．New agents 

such as fault diagnosis agent and fault accommodate agent 

will be added in o1Jr filture research． 
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